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Abstract
Audio-Visual Scene-Aware Dialog (AVSD) is an extension
from Video Question Answering (QA) whereby the dialogue
agent is required to generate natural language responses to ad-
dress user queries and carry on conversations. This is a chal-
lenging task as it consists of video features of multiple modal-
ities, including text, visual, and audio features. The agent
also needs to learn semantic dependencies among user utter-
ances and system responses to make coherent conversations
with humans. In this work, we describe our submission to the
AVSD track of the 8th Dialogue System Technology Chal-
lenge. We adopt dot-product attention to combine text and
non-text features of input video. We further enhance the gen-
eration capability of the dialogue agent by adopting pointer
networks to point to tokens from multiple source sequences in
each generation step. Our systems achieve high performance
in automatic metrics and obtain 5th and 6th place in human
evaluation among all submissions.
Introduction
AVSD is a challenging task as it involves complex depen-
dencies from features of multiple modalities. First, the video
input typically involves both visual and audio features, each
of which contains various information related to the current
dialogue context and user utterance. For example, in Figure
1, certain questions from user concern either visual or audio
information or both. The two types of features can comple-
ment each other to support the dialogue agent to generate
responses. Second, dialogues also involve complex seman-
tic dependencies among dialogue turns, each consisting of
a pair of user utterance and system response. For example,
in the second turn of the second (lower) example in Figure
1, the dialogue agent needs to refer to the previous user ut-
terance and system response to understand what the user is
asking. We are motivated to address these two challenges
by adopting the Multimodal Transformer Network (MTN)
(Le et al. 2019). The model adopts attention mechanism that
focuses on the interaction between each token position in
text sequences and each temporal step of video visual and
audio features. The multi-head structure allows the models
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H: hello , what is the first thing he does ?
H: where does he put it ?
H: what does he do after that ?
A: he takes off his long sleeve shirt
A: he sets it on the table in front of him .
A: he opens the door and sits down on the 
ground .
H: How many people are in the video?
H: What room is he in?
H: Does he enter the kitchen?
H: What does he do before he sits down?
H: Is he happy or sad?
A: There is just one person
A: The man is in the kitchen
A: No he is already in the kitchen
A: He closes the cabinet and then walks to 
the table and pulls the chair out to sit down
A: He appears to be neutral in expression
Figure 1: Examples from the AVSD benchmark (Alamri et
al. 2018). Each line includes an utterance from human (H)
and the corresponding response from the agent (A).
to project feature representation to different feature spaces
and detect different types of dependencies. In addition, while
previous work has achieved promising results through com-
plex reasoning neural networks to select important video
features (Sanabria, Palaskar, and Metze 2019) (Hori et al.
2019), we further investigate the generation capability of the
models by using pointer network that can point to tokens
from multiple source sequences during each generation step.
Pointer network is widely used in summarization problem
whereby pointer network is used to copy tokens from the
source text input to generate summarizing sentences. We are
motivated by this strategy and adopt into video dialogue task
to enhance the quality of the generated system responses.
We experiment with various model variants and notice in-
teresting findings to improve our model performance. we
noted that adopting pointer network generation can boost
performance significantly. This could be explained due to
the enhanced generation capability of the models being able
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to copy tokens from relevant text input. We present compre-
hensive experiments and reported results on the validation
and test sets which lead to these findings.
Related Work
The AVSD benchmark in DSTC7 and DSTC8 is considered
an extension of two major research directions: Video QA
and Dialogues. Video QA models (Xu et al. 2017) (Fan et al.
2019) (Gao et al. 2018) aim to improve the text and vision
reasoning to be able to answer questions from users about
a given video. Compared to Video QA, video dialogues
such as the AVSD benchmark, however, has two major chal-
lenges: (1) First, in video dialogues, the model is required
to have a strong language understanding over text input, in-
cluding not only user queries but also past dialogue turns. A
user query may refer to previous information mentioned in
previous dialogue turns and such references must be learned
to answer the query correctly. (2) Secondly, most of video
QA models (Jang et al. 2017) (Lei et al. 2018) (Kim et al.
2019) are more suitable for the retrieval-based setting. In this
setting, the model is typically given a list of response candi-
dates and the model has to select one of them as the output.
Compared to AVSD, this retrieval-based setting might not be
appropriate as dialogue agents need to be able to converse
with human users by generating natural responses rather
than selecting from a predefined list of sentences. We are
motivated by these two major challenges and propose to im-
prove the language modeling part through pointer networks
(Vinyals, Fortunato, and Jaitly 2015). Adapting to a video di-
alogue task, we enhance our generative network with pointer
distributions over source sequences and construct multiple
vocabulary distributions during each generation steps.
Models
The input includes a video V , dialogue history of (t − 1)
turns. Each turns consists of a pair of (human utterance,
sytem response) (H1, A1, ...,Ht−1, At−1), and current hu-
man utterance Ht. The output is a system response At. The
input video can contain features in different modalities, in-
cluding vision, audio, and text (such as video caption or sub-
title). Given current dialogue turn t, we can denote each text
input as a sequence of tokens. Each token is represented by
a unique token index from a vocabulary set V . We denote
the dialogue history Xhis, user utterance Xque, text input of
video Xcap , and output response Y .
Video Features
Following similar video-based NLP tasks such as video
captioning (Aafaq et al. 2019) and video QA (Jang et al.
2017), we assume access to a pretrained model to extract
visual or audio features of input video. We extracted the
visual features from a pretraind 3D-CNN based ResNext
(Hara, Kataoka, and Satoh 2018) similarly as (Sanabria,
Palaskar, and Metze 2019). The 3D-CNN model extracts the
video features based on clips rather than frames. The clip-
based information is expected to be more consistent and
less noisy than frame-based information. To sample clips,
we use a window size of 16 video frames and stride of 16
frames. We denote the extracted features as the represen-
tation Zvis ∈ RF×2048 for visual features, where F is the
number of resulting video clips and 2048 is the output di-
mension in ResNext. We used the ResNext101 pretrained
on the Kinetics Human Action Video benchmark. For audio
features, following (Hori et al. 2019), we use a pretrained
VGGish model (Hershey et al. 2017). This model is based on
the image CNN model VGG to extract the temporal variation
of video sound. The output is a 128-dimensional representa-
tion. We denote the extracted features as the representation
Zaud ∈ RF×128.
Baseline
The baseline for AVSD benchmark (Alamri et al. 2018)
(Hori et al. 2019) was provided by the organizers and based
on feature fusioning approach proposed by (Yu et al. 2016).
Video features of multiple modalities, including visual and
audio, are combined by passing them through a linear trans-
formation to a common target dimension. The projected rep-
resentation is used as input to a softmax layer to combine
scores of each temporal steps of visual or audio features.
Multimodal Transformer Network (MTN)
We adopt the MTN model proposed by (Le et al. 2019) in the
AVSD benchmark in DSTC8. To improve the performance,
we enhance the generation capability of the model and in-
vestigate an ensemble approach. We summarize the MTN
model and our changes below.
Multi-head Attention. The MTN model adopts the
multi-head dot-product attention mechanism proposed by
(Vaswani et al. 2017) to obtain dependencies between each
token in text sequences and temporal variation of video
features. Specifically, the model considered attention from
query to other video feature modalities, including visual and
sound features. The output from this attention network is
used as input in the decoder. The decoder adopts a simi-
lar attention mechanism but the attention direction is from
the target system responses to other information. We denote
the attention operation of 2 sequence representations from
Z1 ∈ RLZ1×d to Z2 ∈ RLZ2×d as defined by (Vaswani et
al. 2017) as:
Zatt = MultiHeadAtt(Z1, Z2) ∈ RLZ1×d (1)
Zout = LayerNorm(FF(Zatt) + Z1) ∈ RLZ1×d (2)
where d is the embedding dimension. The attention oper-
ation is combined with feed-forward network and skip con-
nection to combine information of the original Z1 with Zatt.
The attention is performed over multiple rounds and in each
round, the output is used as input to the next attention steps.
This technique allows progressive feature learning to detect
complex dependencies between different information. MTN
adopts the Equation 1 and 2 in query-guided and target-
response-guided attention layers to obtain dependencies be-
tween user queries/target responses and other input. First,
user query/utterance is used to select important video and
audio features of the video. For each type of features, the
embeddings of user query Zque ∈ RLque×d is passed to a
self-attention layer and another attention layer that attends
on video information. Firstly, the query features are used to
attend on temporal visual information:
Z
que2que(1)
att = MultiHeadAtt(Zque, Zque)
Z
que2que(1)
out = LayerNorm(FF(Z
que2que(1)
att ) + Zque)
Zque2visatt = MultiHeadAtt(Z
que2que(1)
out , Zvis)
Zque2visout = LayerNorm(FF(Z
que2vis
att ) + Z
que2que(1)
out )
Each output has the same dimension as RLque×d. Similarly,
the query features are used to attend on temporal audio in-
formation:
Z
que2que(2)
att = MultiHeadAtt(Zque, Zque)
Z
que2que(2)
out = LayerNorm(FF(Z
que2que(2)
att ) + Zque)
Zque2audatt = MultiHeadAtt(Z
que2que(2)
out , Zvis)
Zque2audout = LayerNorm(FF(Z
que2aud
att ) + Z
que2que(2)
out )
The self-attention is applied separately for each feature type
to allow the model to independently select different infor-
mation from user query for different types of video features.
The two representations Zque2visout and Z
que2aud
out contain tem-
porally attended audio and visual features from video. They
are passed to the decoder network which processes in-
formation from text input (user queries, dialogue history)
as well as video input. Specifically, the target responses
Y is embedded into representation Zres ∈ RLY ×d and
passed to 4 text-to-text attention: self-attention, response-to-
dialogue-history attention, and response-to-query-attention,
and response-to-caption attention.
Zres2resatt = MultiHeadAtt(Zres, Zres)
Zres2resout = LayerNorm(FF(Z
res2res
att ) + Zres)
Zres2hisatt = MultiHeadAtt(Z
res2res
out , Zhis)
Zres2hisout = LayerNorm(FF(Z
res2his
att ) + Z
res2res
out )
Zres2capatt = MultiHeadAtt(Z
res2his
out , Zcap)
Zres2capout = LayerNorm(FF(Z
res2cap
att ) + Z
res2his
out )
Zres2queatt = MultiHeadAtt(Z
res2cap
out , Zque)
Zres2queout = LayerNorm(FF(Z
res2que
att ) + Z
res2cap
out )
The last output is used to attend on the video attended fea-
tures obtained from query-guided attention layers.
Zres2audatt = MultiHeadAtt(Z
res2que
out , Z
que2aud
out )
Zres2audout = LayerNorm(FF(Z
res2aud
att ) + Z
res2que
out )
Zres2visatt = MultiHeadAtt(Z
res2aud
out , Z
que2vis
out )
Zres2visout = LayerNorm(FF(Z
res2vis
att ) + Z
res2aud
out )
The MTN architecture allows the information from differ-
ent text input and video information from different modali-
ties is incorporated sequentially into the target response rep-
resentation. Adopting the skip connection technique, MTN
network can be used to progressively learn and refine sig-
nals obtained in each attention steps. For query-guided at-
tention layers, the progressive learning is done by replacing
Zque2visout or Z
que2aud
out as Zque as Zque in the next round of
attention. Similarly, in decoder layers, signals can be further
attended progressively by replacing Zres2visout as Zres in the
next round of attention.
Pointer Generator. We examine an extension of MTN
by adopting the pointer network (Vinyals, Fortunato, and
Jaitly 2015) to generate system responses. We propose to
use pointer network to point to tokens from different input
text sequences and construct different vocabulary distribu-
tion Pvocab ∈ RLY ×‖V ‖ where V is a predefined vocab-
ulary set based on words in the training set. Given an in-
put text X with embedding representation ZX ∈ RLX×d
and the output from the last attention layer from the decoder
Zdecout ∈ RLY ×d, we construct the pointer distribution by the
dot-product attention:
PXptr = Softmax(Z
dec
outZ
T
X) ∈ RLY ×LX (3)
For each position in LY , the pointer distribution is used to
construct a distribution over vocabulary set V where the
probability of each token is accumulated from the pointer
distribution of the corresponding position. Given a position
i in the target response, the vocabulary distribution of this
position is defined based on the pointer distribution is de-
fined as:
PXvocab[i] = {p(wj) : p(wj) =
∑
PXptr[i](wj)} (4)
where P [i] denotes the row i from probability matrix P .
the We concatenate the probability in all position i to ob-
tain PXvocab ∈ RLY ×‖V ‖. For each text input sequence, we
obtain the pointer distribution and corresponding vocabulary
distribution: P hisvocab for Zhis, P
cap
vocab for Zcap, and P
que
vocab for
Zque. Besides these pointer-based vocabulary distributions,
we adopt a linear transformation layer with Softmax to al-
low the models to generate tokens not included in any text
input sequences.
P genvocab = Softmax(Z
dec
outWgen) ∈ RLY ×‖V ‖ (5)
where Wgen ∈ d× ‖V ‖. To combine the vocabulary dis-
tributions, we compute importance scores based on a con-
textual vectors concatenated from the component input text
representations and the output of the decoder.
Zctx = Z
exp
his ⊕ Zexpque ⊕ Zexpcap ⊕ Zres ⊕ Zdecout ∈ RLY ×5d
(6)
S = Softmax(ZctxWctx) ∈ RLY ×4 (7)
where Zexp is the expanded version of Z to match the di-
mensions of Zres ∈ RLY ×d, and Wctx ∈ R5d×4. The fi-
nal vocabulary distribution is computed as the weighted sum
of pointer-based distributions and generation-based distribu-
tion based on the score matrix S. The resulting distribution
is denoted as Pvocab ∈ RLY ×‖V ‖.
Optimization. We optimize the model by training it to min-
imize the generation loss:
Lgen =
LY∑
i=0
− log(Pvocab(yi)) (8)
In addition, a key component of the MTN model is the aux-
iliary loss function applied to the output of query-guided
attention. This technique was proposed by (Le et al. 2019)
to make the training more stable by using the output of at-
tended features as representations for re-generating the user
query. This auto-encoder technique was motivated from the
multi-task learning approach in neural machine translation
(NMT) (Luong et al. 2016). The difference is that MTN
extracts the intermediate representations from the (auto-
)encoder as video signals for decoding responses rather than
just the hidden states of an LSTM encoder of the source
sequence in the NMT setting. To re-generate user queries,
the output from query-guided attention is passed to a linear
transformation. We share the weights of the linear layer with
Wgen in Equation 5.
P qae,visvocab = Softmax(Z
que2vis
out Wgen) ∈ RLque×‖V ‖ (9)
P qae,audvocab = Softmax(Z
que2aud
out Wgen) ∈ RLque×‖V ‖ (10)
The auto-encoding loss is defined as:
Lvisqae =
Lque∑
i=0
− log(P qae,visvocab (wi)) (11)
Laudqae =
Lque∑
i=0
− log(P qae,audvocab (wi)) (12)
The model are jointly trained with all losses.
L = Lgen + αLvisqae + βLaudqae (13)
We simply set α and β to 1 for joint training.
Ensemble Models. A popular technique to improve the per-
formance is to ensemble models trained in different settings.
In our submission, we ensemble models trained indepen-
dently with different video feature types and different fea-
ture pretrained models. In each model m, we obtain the out-
put vocabulary distribution P (m)vocab. The ensembled vocabu-
lary distribution is simply the sum of all vocabulary distri-
butions of component model variants. The resulting summa-
tion is passed through a normalization layer to normalize all
values from 0 to 1.
P ensemblevocab = Normalize(
∑
P
(m)
vocab) ∈ RLY ×‖V ‖ (14)
Experiments
Dataset
We use the AVSD dataset provided in DSTC8 (Alamri et al.
2018) (Hori et al. 2019) which contains dialogues grounded
on the Charades videos (Sigurdsson et al. 2016). Follow-
ing the same track in the DSTC7 challenge, the DSTC8 or-
ganizers provided crowd-sourced data of video-based dia-
logues, including user questions and system responses con-
structed as dialogues, video captions, and video summaries.
We present a summary of the dataset for training, valida-
tion, and test set in Table 1. The statistics of the official test
dataset for DSTC8 challenge are comparable to those in the
DSTC7 challenge: 1,710 dialogues and more than 6,700 di-
alogue turns. Please refer to more details on data collection
described in (Alamri et al. 2018). We construct the vocabu-
lary set V including unique tokens in the training set. In our
experiments, we use the provided video summary annotation
as the video-dependent text input.
# Train Val. DTSC7 Test
Dialogs 7,659 1,787 1,710
Turns 153,180 35,740 13,490
Words 1,450,754 339,006 110,252
Table 1: Summary of DSTC8 AVSD benchmark.
Training Procedure
We adopt the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2015) with
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98, and  = 10−9. We adopt a learn-
ing rate strategy similar to (Vaswani et al. 2017). We set
the learning rate warm-up step to 13,000 training steps and
train models up to 50 epochs. We initialize all models with
uniform distribution (Glorot and Bengio 2010). We select
the best models based on the average loss per epoch in
the validation set. We experiments with following model
hyper-parameters: embedding dimension d = 512, number
of rounds of attention N = 6, attention heads hatt = 16.
We tuned hyper-parameters following grid-search over the
validation set. We allow the pointer generator to point to to-
kens of video summary and the last user query. Experiment
results with other combinations of input text sequences for
pointer generator are reported in the Ablation Analysis. In
all experiments with more than one feature type, we adopt
the ensemble strategy as described above. We select a batch
size of 32 and dropout rate of 0.5. The dropout is applied
to all layers except the generator network layers. We train
our models by applying label smoothing (Szegedy et al.
2016) on the target system responses Y . During inference,
we adopt a beam search technique with a beam size of 5 and
a length penalty of 1.0.
Results
We report the objective scores, including BLEU (Papineni et
al. 2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie 2005), ROUGE-L
(Lin 2004), and CIDEr (Vedantam, Lawrence Zitnick, and
Parikh 2015). The metrics are formulated to compute the
word overlapping between predicted responses and ground-
truth responses.
Results on DSTC8 Test
We first report the results on the DSTC8 test dataset. The
results were released by the competition organizer as the
ground-truth labels are not publicly accessible. We submit-
ted different model variants based on the settings of input:
(1) text only and (2) text and video. In the text-only set-
ting, we remove any visual or audio features and only use
text input (including video caption) as input to our model. In
the text-and-video setting, we submitted different versions
of our models that either use visual or audio (or both) fea-
tures combined. For visual features, besides ResNext101 as
our main visual features, we also utilize the I3D features
Visual Audio BLEU1 BLEU2 BLEU3 BLEU4 METEOR ROUGE-L CIDEr Human
ResNext - 0.724 0.599 0.496 0.414 0.269 0.570 1.101 -
I3D(RGB) - 0.729 0.602 0.500 0.417 0.273 0.573 1.108 -
I3D(Flow) - 0.724 0.597 0.496 0.413 0.270 0.566 1.110 -
- VGGish 0.730 0.603 0.500 0.417 0.274 0.576 1.113 -
ResNext+I3D(RGB) - 0.695 0.583 0.491 0.416 0.259 0.559 1.087 -
ResNext+I3D(Flow) - 0.696 0.585 0.495 0.421 0.261 0.561 1.098 3.609
ResNext VGGish 0.701 0.587 0.494 0.419 0.263 0.564 1.097 3.612
- - 0.735 0.603 0.497 0.410 0.274 0.573 1.108 -
Table 2: Result summary on the test dataset in the AVSD benchmark for DSTC8.
Visual Audio BLEU1 BLEU2 BLEU3 BLEU4 METEOR ROUGE-L CIDEr
ResNext - 0.750 0.619 0.514 0.427 0.280 0.580 1.189
I3D(RGB) - 0.750 0.617 0.510 0.424 0.282 0.579 1.185
I3D(Flow) - 0.750 0.616 0.511 0.427 0.280 0.579 1.188
- VGGish 0.751 0.618 0.511 0.426 0.278 0.580 1.186
ResNext+I3D(RGB) - 0.734 0.615 0.517 0.439 0.277 0.574 1.177
ResNext+I3D(Flow) - 0.735 0.616 0.519 0.441 0.277 0.573 1.177
ResNext VGGish 0.727 0.609 0.515 0.439 0.275 0.574 1.167
- - 0.752 0.614 0.507 0.421 0.283 0.577 1.185
Table 3: Result summary on the test dataset in AVSD benchmark with test data from the DSTC7.
provided by the organizer. The features are extracted from
an I3D (Carreira and Zisserman 2017) model pretrained on
the Kinetics dataset. The features have a dimension 2048,
the same as ResNext101 features.
From Table 2, we noted that the performance among the vi-
sual features i.e. ResNext, I3D(RGB), and I3D(Flow), are
comparable, especially between I3D(RGB) and I3D(Flow),
the differences between objective metrics are minor. When
only using audio features extracted from VGGish, we note
that the performance slightly improves but not significantly
as compared to only using visual features. As compared
to the original MTN approach (Le et al. 2019), we noted
the difference in performance between models that use ei-
ther visual or audio features is substantially reduced. We
noted similar observations as we compared the difference
of performance between models that only use text features
and models that use visual features. We expect these perfor-
mance gains come from using pointer generators which can
point to tokens in the source sequences i.e. user queries and
video summaries. Since AVSD is formulated as a generation
task with evaluation metrics based on similarity between the
generated sentences and the ground truth, we could sub-
stantially improve the performance by focusing on the lan-
guage component of the model. We also observed that us-
ing a simple ensemble technique could improve the perfor-
mance, mainly in BLEU-based metrics. In this case, the en-
semble strategy acts as a regularization factor on the vocab-
ulary distribution of the output, resulting in more semanti-
cally correct output sentences. However, other metrics do
not improve or reduce when performing model ensemble.
We obtain the human evaluation scores from the organizers
for two of our models. Our models achieve human scores of
more than 3.6 on a scale of 4 and were ranked top 5 and 6
among all submissions in the AVSD track.
Results on DSTC7 Test
We also reported the results of the submitted models men-
tioned above but tested on the test set of DSTC7. We
note similar observations as ones seen with the test data
in DSTC8. The overall performance is, however, higher in
DSTC7 than DSTC8. This reveals that the new test data in
DSTC8 is more challenging and the current approach could
be further improved.
Ablation Analysis
We evaluated our models with different variants of pointer
networks by allowing the models pointing to tokens of dif-
ferent combinations of the text input sequences. In these ex-
periments, we choose the video-and-test setting and only use
visual features extracted from the pretrained ResNext101.
From Table 4, we have the following observations. First,
most of the MTN models with our proposed pointer network
shows improvement over one that only uses a linear transfor-
mation to generate tokens. The performance gain is substan-
tial when we allow the models to point to source sequences
of video summaries and user queries. However, the perfor-
mance is slightly affected when we use pointer network to
point to tokens in dialogue history because user queries and
dialogue history typically contain more useful information
than dialogue history to generate system responses. Sec-
ondly, when combining different input sequences with mul-
tiple pointer networks, the model with the best performance
is one that contains pointers to both video summaries and
user queries. By extending the pointer network to MTN and
adopting a dynamic combination of vocabulary distributions
among pointers, we can boost the language generation capa-
bility of the models and generate better responses.
Pointer
Source Sequence BLEU1 BLEU2 BLEU3 BLEU4 METEOR ROUGE-L CIDEr
Summary+Query 0.750 0.619 0.514 0.427 0.280 0.580 1.189
History+Query 0.738 0.602 0.494 0.408 0.274 0.568 1.140
Summary+History+Query 0.739 0.607 0.495 0.407 0.272 0.567 1.142
Summary 0.744 0.612 0.505 0.422 0.276 0.576 1.155
Query 0.748 0.609 0.499 0.412 0.279 0.573 1.143
History 0.738 0.603 0.492 0.401 0.279 0.560 1.061
None 0.733 0.597 0.489 0.405 0.269 0.562 1.120
Table 4: Result summary of different model variants of pointer network generator. The results are tested on the test data of
AVSD benchmark with test data from the DSTC7.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present our submission AVSD track of
the DSTC8 challenge. Our submissions achieve competitive
performance in both human evaluation and automatic met-
rics, including BLEU, ROUGE, METEOR, and CIDEr. The
task is challenging because it involves video information of
multiple modalities, including visual and audio information,
and it requires strong language modeling capability to gen-
erate natural dialogue responses. In this work, we focus on
the second aspect by adopting pointer networks in genera-
tive components. Our experiment results show that adopting
this technique in video dialogues can improve the quality of
the responses. In the future, we will focus to extend on the
first aspect by improving the multimodal reasoning capabil-
ity between language, visual, and audio features.
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